
Consider what you’ll call it. A name for this space 
should be specific, evoke a safe space, and align with 
the culture of your organization. Avoid names that are 
vague, gender specific, or that feel exclusive. 

Pick the right location. Where the space is located 
gives social and cultural cues on how the organization 
values its use. Acoustic and visual privacy are 
important, as is easy access and ensuring that it’s 
secure. Be thoughtful about adjacencies (e.g., access 
to a sink for cleaning and washing hands and pump 
parts, refrigeration for milk, and trash). 

Embrace human-centered design. Make your lactation 
space accessible and inclusive. Be sensitive to sensory 
disorders, postpartum considerations, and other user 
needs. Provide space to accommodate a wheelchair, 
and easy ways to adjust lighting, sound, and seating 
to suit a range of preferences. Technology—touch-
free or app-based systems—allow for access and 
customization while minimizing exposure to microbes.

Make choices about materiality—in context. 
Choose materials with your intended user in mind. 
The ability to disinfect and reset the space for each 
new user is priority, so consider bleachable fabrics, 
laminates, and textiles with health benefits. Striking 
a balance between feeling clean and (too) sterile 
is imperative. Color, texture, and pattern affect 
a person’s ability to feel relaxed, refreshed, and 
inspired. 

Create support around the space. Policies, 
guidelines, and approved breaks are critical in 
supporting use of your space. (Often, they are 
required by law.) But tacit cultural norms in the 
workplace—such as permission to use spaces 
without question, and protecting employees’ time to 
do so—are key to ensuring the space is well used.
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Best Practices in Corporate 
Lactation Space Design 
Federal law requires employers to provide a clean, 
lockable room where breastfeeding employees can 
express milk. But creating a space that delivers what 
breastfeeding employees actually need—from a 
physical and psychological standpoint—takes careful 
consideration. Jennifer Kirby, ASID, CID, Application 
Design Consultant at Steelcase, shares her top tips for 
building a best-in-class lactation space. 
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VIDEO:

Jennifer Kirby and Mamava CEO Sascha Mayer discuss best 
practices in lactation space design.
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Best Practices in Corporate Lactation Space Design 
Design considerations and attributes from Jennifer Kirby, 
Application Design Consultant at Steelcase.

O Easy access to sink, refrigerator, microwave + storage

O WIFI

O Adjustable lighting (if on a motion sensor, set to 30 
minutes, minimum)

O Wastebasket (inside or nearby)

O Temperature control

O Adjustable curtains if space has a window

O At least one space should be wheelchair accessible 
(5’ turning radius, per ADA)

support groups at work

Must Haves 
O Reservable signage and locking door

O Time between sessions

O Visual and acoustic privacy

O Appropriate seating

O Layout space for pump and accessories

O Access to power

O Easy/visible hand sanitizer/cleaning products 

O Hooks for coat/clothing/bags

O Mirror that is not visible while seated

Nice to Haves
O Sink

O Layout space at seated height

O Refrigerator dedicated to milk storage

O Microwave

O Storage lockers

O Drying space for clean pump parts

O Dimmable lighting

O Access to daylight

O Clock

O Community board for programs, policy and 

O Water and snacks

O Books and reading materials

O Touchless lighting and reservation system

O Music/sound masking 

O Automatic UV light sanitization between sessions 

O Mini air purifier or HEPA filtration system

O Biophelic elements (i.e., nature references in visual 
art or sound)

O Smart Plugs with voice-activated helpers 
(e.g., Alexa)

O Hot water kettle and tea

You Thought of Everything!
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